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Federal taxpayers deserve to have the federal land they own managed responsibly and strategically. 

However, the current leasing system favors oil and gas companies and speculators over the taxpayer 

interest.  Millions of acres are leased for pennies on the dollar without ever producing oil and gas or 

generating returns to the public.  

At the end of 2019, 13 million acres, or more than half of federal land under lease, were sitting idle and 

unavailable for other use. The current system that permits land to be locked up by speculative practices 

contradicts the multiple-use principle that should guide the Bureau of Land Management (BLM) under 

federal law. BLM policies, most notably outdated rental rates, low minimum bids, and the 

noncompetitive process, make it cheap to obtain rights to federal lands, which encourages 

unreasonable speculation in oil and gas leasing. 

To address this problem, the End Speculative Oil and Gas Leasing Act of 2021 introduced by Senator 

Cortez Masto (D-NV) would prohibit the Department of the Interior from offering leases on federal lands 

for oil and gas development in areas with low or no production potential. This would help conserve 

federal resources and prevent federal land from being tied up from other uses. The bill would require 

the Department of the Interior to determine where leasing makes the most sense on federal land, rather 

than letting oil and gas companies or speculators choose where they want to lease. Factoring in the 

production potential of land during the leasing process makes common sense.  
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Characteristics of Speculation  
 

In our report Locked Out: The Cost of Speculation on Oil and Gas Leases on Federal Land, we identified 

four characteristics of federal oil and gas leases that indicate they might be unreasonably speculative, 

given the likelihood these leases will be terminated without ever reaching production. The four 

characteristics are: parcels leased for less than $10/acre; parcels leased by companies that are not 

exploration and production companies; parcels leased noncompetitively; and leases isolated from 

producing leases or infrastructure. 

Using these characteristics, we found that from July 2007 to July 2017, speculative leases comprised 

more than 3.1 million acres of federal land that is closed to other uses. By acreage, these leases 

represented roughly 28 percent of all nonproducing acreage on BLM oil and gas leases in the selected 

states.  

Data Source: Bureau of Land Management’s Land & Mineral Legacy Rehost 2000 system (LR2000), all federal oil and gas leases 

issued, July 2007 - July 2017.    

Non-competitive leasing, along with low bids and rental rates have led to private entities, or speculators, 

leasing lands and seeking to profit by reselling leasing rights to a production company. Oil and gas 

companies might acquire parcels, either directly or through speculators, without ever developing them 

to inflate their undeveloped acreage numbers reported to investors. It is a cheap way to aggrandize a 

company’s production prospects, even when the leased lands have little to no potential for 

development.  

Nevada was found to have the highest percentage of nonproducing leases with at least one speculative 

characteristic – 70 percent. In our report, Gaming the System: How Federal Land Management in 

Nevada Fails Taxpayers, we found that at the end of 2018, 97.3 percent of all acres in authorized leases 

in Nevada lay idle and only 1 of the 2400 noncompetitive oil and gas leases issued since 1999 ever 

entered production. Since 2016, 82 percent of all acres in Nevada leased at auction received the 

minimum bid of $2 per acre. 

https://www.taxpayer.net/wp-content/uploads/ported/images/downloads/LOCKED_OUT_Energy_Report.pdf
https://www.taxpayer.net/wp-content/uploads/2019/07/TCS-Nevada-Federal-Oil-Gas-Report_-July-2019.pdf
https://www.taxpayer.net/wp-content/uploads/2019/07/TCS-Nevada-Federal-Oil-Gas-Report_-July-2019.pdf
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Policy Recommendations  
 

The End Speculative Oil and Gas Leasing Act of 2021 would help end the locking up of federal lands from 

other uses by requiring lands to have a high potential for oil and gas development before being leased. 

Other policy options to fix the problem and address the broken federal oil and gas program include: 

increasing oil and gas lease rental rates, increasing minimum bid and reforming noncompetitive leasing 

process.  

 

 

https://www.taxpayer.net/energy-natural-resources/reform-federal-oil-gas-leasing-to-get-taxpayers-more/

